Phonion: Practical Protection of Metadata in Telephony Networks

Abstract: The majority of people across the globe rely on telephony networks as their primary means of communication. As such, many of the most sensitive personal, corporate and government related communications pass through these systems every day. Unsurprisingly, such connections are subject to a wide range of attacks. Of increasing concern is the use of metadata contained in Call Detail Records (CDRs), which contain source, destination, start time and duration of a call. This information is potentially dangerous as the very act of two parties communicating can reveal significant details about their relationship and put them in the focus of targeted observation or surveillance, which is highly critical especially for journalists and activists. To address this problem, we develop the Phonion architecture to frustrate such attacks by separating call setup functions from call delivery. Specifically, Phonion allows users to preemptively establish call circuits across multiple providers and technologies before dialing into the circuit and does not require constant Internet connectivity. Since no single carrier can determine the ultimate destination of the call, it provides unlinkability for its users and helps them to avoid passive surveillance. We define and discuss a range of adversary classes and analyze why current obfuscation technologies fail to protect users against such metadata attacks. In our extensive evaluation we further analyze advanced anonymity technologies (e.g., VoIP over Tor), which do not preserve our functional requirements for high voice quality in the absence of constant broadband Internet connectivity and compatibility with landline and feature phones. Phonion is the first practical system to provide guarantees of unlinkable communication against a range of practical adversaries in telephony systems.
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1 Introduction

Telecommunication companies record network use by individual customers via Call Data Records (CDRs). CDRs contain important metadata ranging from call source and destination to duration of the connection and the route through the telephony network. Such metadata have most recently been associated with large-scale collection campaigns by intelligence agencies [24]. While these organizations often assert that such programs are necessary to prevent crime and terrorism, privacy advocates argue that the complete cataloging of telephony metadata erodes civil liberties. For example, oppressive regimes can use CDR analysis to identify and harass freedom fighters in civil war zones, such as Syria. However, what researchers and policy makers have failed to consider is that a range of other adversaries may also use CDRs to violate the privacy of targeted individuals. In 2006, for example, detectives hired by executives at Hewlett-Packard were able to use social engineering to acquire phone records and determine the identity of an anonymous corporate board member who leaked sensitive information to journalists [33]. Such attacks are not limited to private detectives, but have also been executed by jealous spouses [2], curious neighbors [58], companies paying for employee cell phones [11] and rogue
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employees of cellular network providers [22, 53]. In 2011, major security flaws in Vodafone’s data system were reported, which resulted in CDRs of millions of customers being available on the Internet [44].

These threats have motivated academic research to develop anonymous voice communication systems. The most common and well-studied approach is the use of Voice over IP (VoIP) telephony in combination with low-latency anonymization networks, such as Tor [21]. While Tor is widely believed to provide reasonable anonymity guarantees, there are situations where its shortcomings prohibit adoption. First, compared to the telephony network, Tor relays are more susceptible to congestion, which negatively impacts voice quality. Second, VoIP over Tor mandates constant high-bandwidth Internet connectivity for both caller and calleee, which is not always reasonable, for example in rural areas or in developing countries. Finally, in many cases, sensitive communications must take place over traditional telephone systems. This is especially true in journalism, where sources often dictate the use of phone calls [41].

In this paper, we present Phonion, an alternative solution which addresses shortcomings of existing anonymization networks regarding voice communication. Phonion routes calls over the telephony infrastructure and achieves high quality of calls while obfuscating call data records. Our architecture generates alias telephony numbers for its users and does not require Internet connectivity during calls. Phonion is compatible with a wide variety of end user devices – ranging from rotary phones to VoIP clients – and resilient to compromise of (a number of) telephony network operators.

In particular, we make the following contributions:

- **Design of Phonion:** We define the spectrum of adversaries (cf. Section 2) and design the Phonion system of loosely cooperating telephony services to establish and relay calls so that the source and destination of a call are unlinkable using CDR analysis (cf. Section 3). Our contribution lies in combining existing technologies in a novel way to create an out-of-band signaling overlay network and phone call forwarding infrastructure.

- **Implementation and extensive evaluation:** We provide a full implementation of Phonion which supports various telephony technologies and is compatible with a vast diversity of end-user devices, ranging from rotary phones to VoIP clients (cf. Section 4). We intend to make our implementation available to the research community. We evaluate our implementation using professional industry-standard voice quality analysis tools and metrics to demonstrate that Phonion maintains call fidelity when compared to standard phone calls (cf. Section 5).

- **Security analysis and comparison against a range of proposed alternatives:** We analyze privacy guarantees provided by Phonion (cf. Section 6) and discuss important deployment considerations (cf. Section 7). We further compare our solution to alternative approaches ranging from Caller ID suppression to “burner” phones that are only used a small number of times (cf. Section 8). To the best of our knowledge, our analysis for the first time shows that the current state of the art fails to address all but the simplest adversaries and fails to scale.

Note: We stress that our main contribution lies in protecting users against CDR analysis by routing calls across a network of multiple independent telephony relays. We use smart engineering to design and implement the Phonion architecture, which is a viable alternative to VoIP over established anonymization networks, that can provide better call fidelity while not relying on constant broadband Internet connectivity on the caller or calleee side. We, however, neither attempt to replace well-studied low-latency anonymization networks, such as Tor, nor claim stronger anonymity properties. Indeed, our solution leverages Tor once during the initial call circuit setup, but never routes actual call contents via Tor.

## 2 System and Security Model

The primary objective of Phonion is to provide call un-linkability. That is, Phonion prevents an adversary from identifying that specific pairs of users communicated with each other via the Phonion architecture.

### 2.1 Overview

We first start with a simple use case example of how the Phonion network can be used. We briefly describe the components of Phonion network and will present its detailed design and implementation in Sections 3 and 4. Suppose Alice is a police officer, and she has discovered that a few “bad apples” in her department are routinely violating the civil rights of innocent citizens. She wants to inform someone, but she fears that she could lose her job or face severe harassment if she talks to superiors. By serendipity, at a police department fundraiser
she meets Bob, a journalist. That night, she pulls Bob aside and asks if she could call him anonymously with a story. Bob suggests using Phonion to communicate anonymously.

Figure 1 shows a simplified overview of the Phonion network. It consists of a set of users who communicate via a call circuit established across multiple Relay Nodes (denoted $N_i$ in Figure 1). Relay Nodes forward calls from the Caller to the Callee using Relay Services, which connect different telephony technologies (e.g., public switched telephone network (PSTN) to VoIP). The Broker serves as a central directory of available Relay Nodes and Relay Services. In general, any user can setup a Phonion call circuit, but to support our example, we describe the procedure from the perspective of the Callee (Bob).

To establish a call circuit, Bob starts the Phonion client app on his mobile phone. He first reserves a set of Relay Services to establish a call circuit which routes to his office phone, for instance over Relay Nodes $R_1$, $R_4$ and $R_5$. This one-time reservation phase takes place over secure Internet links using Tor, and is the only time Phonion requires Internet access. The client app uses Tor when Bob sets up his preferred call circuit to provide authentication of Phonion infrastructure components, user anonymization and to preserve data confidentiality. After that in the calling phase no Internet connection is needed. Finally, Relay Node $R_3$ generates a corresponding Phonion telephony number which routes calls via the established call circuit. He gives this number to Alice and tells her to call anytime the next day. With this number, Alice can call from any phone without the need for Internet connectivity and be confident that her employer will never be able to determine that she called Bob.

A significant advantage of Phonion over purely VoIP based solutions, such as VoIP over Tor, is that Phonion supports a wide variety of telephony endpoints, such as cellphones, smartphones, landline phones, or even a desktop or mobile computing platform using VoIP software. This feature will especially be appreciated by users who are comfortable with standard telephony, but less familiar with VoIP technology.

2.2 Adversary Model

We first specify assumptions on adversary capabilities and then define four distinct adversary classes with increasing capabilities. We will use these classes in Section 6 and Section 8 to elucidate the security of Phonion and alternative solutions.

Assumptions. We assume internal and passive adversaries who can obtain Call Data Records (CDRs) for one or more (but not all) entities of the Phonion network. We further assume that adversaries are able to monitor IP network traffic for one or more (but not all) Phonion infrastructure components as well as to deploy malicious Relay Nodes. In addition to CDRs compromised Relay Nodes provide call circuit setup records (CSRs), which contain metadata about Relay Services reserved by a user. However, adversaries are neither capable of compromising voice communication channels nor of monitoring or actively tampering with call content on the wire. This also includes malware on users’ devices, i.e., we assume that the Phonion client on user’s device is trusted and immune, since if the adversary controls the client no privacy guarantee can be given. Moreover, we assume that adversaries are able to map endpoint phone numbers to user identities – there are many means to infer this information directly or indirectly even for the weakest adversaries.

Finally, we exclude Denial of Service (DoS) attacks on Phonion from our security model. Related work has identified that large-scale DoS attacks can potentially have an impact on the security guarantees of distributed anonymization architectures [10], such as Tor. While Phonion is no exception, addressing such attacks is a problem well beyond the scope of this paper.

Adversary Class 1: Associates. A class 1 adversary is capable of compromising telephony metadata exclusively at one of the call endpoints, i.e., Alice’s or Bob’s (see Figure 1). More precisely, this adversary models
“associates” who know the caller and callee personally and are interested in the activities of that person. For example, a nosy neighbor may steal a phone bill to see a user’s call records. Another example is found in the Hewlett-Packard case from the introduction (cf. Section 1): a caller’s employer may want to ensure that she is not talking to regulators, journalists, or competitors. Associates have limited interest and face significant challenges in obtaining call data records.

**Adversary Class 2: Communications Providers.** A class 2 adversary is capable of compromising metadata passing through a single carrier. This models the capabilities of individual communication providers. These may be mobile, landline, or VoIP carriers, resellers (such as MVNOs1), or value-added service providers (such as Twilio, see Section 4.2). A class 2 adversary has significant statistical insight into typical customer behavior as well as full access to the calling habits of its subscribers. Furthermore, a class 2 adversary may even have records for calls it routes (but does not originate or terminate). Accordingly, we conservatively assume that class 2 adversaries can completely compromise Relay Nodes which establish or route calls via a compromised carrier network2. Rogue employees of communications providers may take an unethical interest in the activities of certain customers. Examples include the activities of public figures like celebrities, politicians, and heads of multinational corporations.

**Adversary Class 3: Law Enforcement Agencies.** A class 3 adversary is capable of compromising metadata at multiple (but not all) carriers (i.e. multiple Relay Services at different Relay Nodes in Figure 1), though we assume that not all carriers are compromised. This models the legitimate behaviors of law enforcement agencies (LEAs). Law enforcement agencies typically only invoke CDR analysis after a suspicion of unlawful activity. Upon that suspicion, they will pursue records of a particular caller or callee and their associates. Law enforcement agencies have considerable reach, although that reach is constrained by jurisdiction. LEAs in one country face greater hurdles to obtaining data outside of their jurisdiction.

**Adversary Class 4: Intelligence Agencies.** A class 4 adversary is capable of compromising metadata at all carriers, allowing the adversary to reconstruct a global view of all concurrent calls. Our fourth class models the capabilities of the most capable and sophisticated intelligence agencies, which routinely engage in bulk metadata collection from domestic and international carriers [24]. We conservatively assume that these agencies, explicitly given license for clandestine activities, are unbound by jurisdictional concerns or legal limits to surveillance. Accordingly, intelligence-class adversaries have the greatest visibility and reach — spanning the customers of many carriers in many countries.

Note that Phonion cannot provide any security guarantees in the presence of global class 4 adversaries who can compromise all carriers within the Phonion network. However, this limitation is not specific to Phonion and no other anonymization system can protect against attacks of a class 4 adversary. Nevertheless, Phonion and other advanced anonymization networks, such as Tor, significantly increase costs of such attacks and, hence, frustrate metadata collection and analysis even for such powerful adversaries. Further, our adversary model generally allows powerful adversaries to identify which users are establishing or receiving calls via the Phonion network. Similar to established anonymization networks, such as Tor [21], providing unobservability is generally out of scope of our work.

2.3 Requirements

**Security Requirements.** Given our main goal and adversary model we formulate the following security requirements for Phonion.

1. **Call unlinkability.** We require that Phonion prevents class 1–3 adversaries from learning that a caller and callee communicated.

2. **Phone number obfuscation.** We require that Phonion prevents class 1–3 adversaries from linking a user’s real phone number to his Phonion number.

Note that we only address metadata analysis and treat voice channel inspection as an orthogonal problem beyond the scope of this paper, because confidentiality of phone calls can be achieved by using orthogonal solutions like encrypting headsets [1] or spoken-word codes. Further, while there are many cases where call audio privacy is necessary, there are two important reasons why protecting call metadata is actually a more critical concern.

---

1. A Mobile Virtual Network Operator is a mobile telephone carrier that does not own its own infrastructure (e.g., towers) and instead leases it from another carrier. Well-known examples are LycaMobile (worldwide) or MetroPCS (USA).

2. Note that individual Relay Nodes may offer multiple Relay Services associated with different carriers.
First, call records are more easily obtained by any party than real-time audio. For example, in the United States, law enforcement can obtain call records without a court order [42], while those agencies must meet a high burden of proof to obtain court permission for a voice tap. Both nosy spouses and employees of telephony providers have limited ability to actively intercept voice data, but both can easily gain access to telephony bills and the accompanying call history. Further, some law enforcement agencies have begun to compile large internal databases of call metadata [55] that are unencumbered by any oversight. These records could similarly be used to harass whistleblowers, protesters and activists, or to blackmail individuals. Second, even if call audio is encrypted or unavailable for active surveillance, the fact that two parties communicated is sensitive enough that it bears protection. For example, making calls to a known dissident in an oppressive regime could make one a target for more scrutiny, regardless of call content.

**Functional Requirements.** We specify the following additional functional requirements for Phonion.

1. **Offline calls.** We require that Phonion users can make and receive Phonion calls while they are not connected to the Internet.

2. **Quality of service.** We require that Phonion provides sufficient quality of service. In particular, Phonion must provide acceptable audio latency and minimize voice quality degradation.

3. **Compatibility with legacy telephony devices.** We require that users can make and receive Phonion calls using different types of telephony devices, including cell phones, smartphones, feature phones, and landline phones.

We emphasize that no alternative solution which can be used for anonymous calls can fulfill these requirements (cf. Section 8 for comparison).

### 3 Phonion Detailed Design

#### 3.1 Phonion Network

As mentioned in Section 2.1 the Phonion network consists of the following components: **Broker, Relay Nodes** and **Relay Services**. Furthermore, Phonion users, whom we denote as **Callers and Callees**, use **Clients** to interact with the Phonion network and **Phones** to make or receive calls. In the following, we describe the Phonion components in more detail.

**Callers and Callees.** Callers and Callees are Phonion users who establish outbound and receive inbound Phonion calls, respectively. To evade metadata analysis, either Caller or Callee (or both) generate and use a Phonion phone number.

**Clients.** A **Client** is a piece of software which is used to obtain a Phonion phone number and to setup a Phonion call circuit upon request of the user. It is executed on a user-controlled platform, such as a PC, laptop or a smartphone, and serves as an interface between the Phonion user and the Phonion network.

**Relay Services.** **Relay Services** perform the actual call forwarding in Phonion. A **Relay Service** connects an incoming call to a **Relay Service** number to a new outgoing call via another number. It also serves as a gateway between different types of networks, such as public switched telephone networks (PSTNs), cellular and VoIP networks. Each **Relay Service** has an associated capacity.

To defend against timing attacks Phonion **Relay Services** align events to time slots: When a call is placed, each **Relay Service** introduces a “guard time” to enforce that the Caller waits an amount of time corresponding to when the next “virtual timeslot” begins. Similarly, when one party ends a call by hanging up, the **Relay Service** on the other end of the call circuit asks the other party to remain on the line until the timeslot ends. This strategy effectively emulates a fixed time slot regime and is designed to protect against CDR analysis based on beginning and end of calls, as we discuss in Section 6.

As a further protection against analysis of CDRs based on the duration of calls we propose that **Relay Services** introduce asymmetry into call duration. In particular, when one party hangs up, the other party is asked by the last **Relay Service** on the call circuit to remain longer on the line, and not just until the time slot ends, but even for one or more additional time slots longer. Depending on the **Relay Service** technology some **Relay Services** further keep intermediate connections alive for a random period of time to make analysis even harder.

**Relay Nodes.** **Relay Nodes** are responsible for the setup of Phonion call circuits. They are associated with (a number of) **Relay Services** which forward calls between networks of similar or different types (e.g., PSTN-to-VoIP, or PSTN-to-PSTN). Upon request of the **Client** via a secure Internet link, the **Relay Node** selects a suit-

3 Relay Nodes do not necessarily reside on the same platforms as Relay Services, but generally joint deployment is also possible.
able and available Relay Service for the Phonion call-circuit (e.g., the one which serves as a gateway between specified types of networks) and configures it to forward the received call to the next Relay Service or to a final destination.

Broker. The Broker serves as a public directory which maintains information about the Phonion network. It describes where Relay Nodes are hosted and which types of Relay Services they provide. For instance, it lists in which jurisdiction the Relay Nodes and their currently available Relay Services are located and between which network types these Relay Services can forward calls.

3.2 Network management

Whenever a new Relay Node enters the network, it registers with the Broker and provides its network address, area of jurisdiction (e.g., a country) and currently available Relay Services. At runtime, Relay Nodes indicate to the Broker whether specific Relay Service have capacity available to forward calls available or not.

3.3 Call circuit establishment

Figure 2 shows the three-step process used by a Callee to establish an inbound call circuit. To support our example from Section 2, we describe the procedure from the perspective of the Callee (“Bob”). However, if the Caller (“Alice”) knows Bob’s number, it is also possible for her to setup an outbound call circuit to his number.

To establish a call circuit, Bob uses his Client software (e.g., a mobile app), which upon launch queries the Broker for a list of currently available Relay Nodes and their Relay Services (step 1). The list is then displayed to Bob, who selects Relay Nodes and Relay Services for the call circuit and indicates for how long he would like to reserve them (step 2). Here, Bob can choose the number of Relay Nodes and their locations depending on his individual obfuscation requirements. For instance, he could opt for multiple Relay Nodes and Relay Services in different jurisdictions in order to tolerate more powerful adversaries. In contrast, if Bob considers only adversaries with limited capabilities, he would most likely opt for fewer relays and would choose them in a domestic area, which would most likely result in a better voice quality and less costs. In Figure 2 three relays are selected for the call circuit, denoted as R1, R4, and R5.

After receiving input from Bob, the Client contacts the selected Relay Nodes and sends them forwarding rules (steps 3a, 3b, and 3c). These Relay Nodes configure their corresponding Relay Services (steps 4a, 4b, and 4c) to forward calls between them, thereby constructing the final call circuit. The phone number of the first Relay Service in the call circuit (R1) is the Phonion number to be shared with Alice. Note that by having a user set up the call circuit over Tor node-by-node, Phonion ensures that only the user (and his or her trusted Client) knows the full call circuit, while individual Relay Nodes or Relay Services only know the next and previous hop.

3.4 Placing a Phonion call

Once Bob obtains a Phonion number, he shares it with Alice to receive calls from her. The number is valid for a limited period of time, as requested by Bob during call circuit establishment. When Alice dials the Phonion number, the Relay Services of Relay Nodes R1, R4, and R5 forward the call to Bob’s real phone number, potentially over different telephony technologies and over networks located in different jurisdictions.

4 Implementation

We implemented a prototype of our design to evaluate the practicality and performance of a Phonion network. This section discusses implementation details of the Broker, Relay Nodes, Relay Services, and the user Client. We
pay special attention to the practical issues of developing Relay Services and our user application.

**Initialization.** As noted in Section 2, in our current implementation Clients, Relay Nodes and the Broker communicate over Tor [21] using hidden services, which provide resistance to takedown attempts, confidential communication as well as authentication of Relay Nodes and the Broker. Most importantly, Tor obscures the user identity towards Relay Nodes and the Broker. Hence, as initialization steps, Relay Nodes and the Broker setup their services over the Tor network as Tor hidden services, which makes them visible within the Tor network, but does not expose them on the public Internet.

### 4.1 Broker

The Phonion Broker is currently implemented in the Python programming language and based on the Flask web development framework [52]. It is meant to be deployed on a server permanently connected to the Internet. Whenever a Relay Node registers its services with the Broker, it first sets a password, which allows it to later authenticate itself towards the Broker. This simple authentication scheme prohibits an adversary from modifying individual Relay Nodes’ information, such as currently available capacity, or from deregistering the Relay Node.

To achieve high availability of the Broker and immutability to password-related attacks, we are currently working on an alternative implementation using blockchain technology. In particular, we are developing the Broker as a smart contract on the Ethereum [12] blockchain using the Solidity language [25]. The contract can receive registration, de-registration and change configuration requests from Relay Nodes in the form of transactions, which are used to trigger addition, removal or change of records about Relay Nodes in a smart contract database. Notably, change configuration and de-registration requests are accepted by the smart contract only if they arrive from the same origin from which the registration request was previously received, thus preventing unauthorized removal or modification of Relay Node information in the database. To obtain information about current topology of the Phonion network, Clients query a smart contract which responds with data from its database. Note that querying a smart contract – an operation which may happen frequently – does not impose transaction fees, while registration, de-registration and configuration change operations are performed only by Relay Nodes (not by Clients) and take place only when network topology changes.

### 4.2 Relay Services

Our implementation currently supports three Relay Service variants, which use Twilio, Google Voice, and an Asterisk PBX to construct a call circuit.

**Twilio.** Twilio [63] is a cloud-based telephony service that offers rental of phone numbers via a HTTPS API and allows the dynamic forwarding of calls to other numbers. Our implementation uses this feature to receive a callback when a call has been received on one of the Twilio phone numbers offered by the Relay Node. This callback is issued by Twilio via HTTPS to the corresponding Relay Node and contains the Twilio phone number. The Relay Node looks up the forwarding rule for this number, and if the number has been reserved by a Phonion Callee it forwards the call according to the corresponding forwarding rule.

**Google Voice.** Google Voice [30] is a cloud-based telephony service which allows users to register a telephone number. Using a web interface, users can configure call forwarding rules for this number. Our Google Voice Relay Service interacts with the Google Voice homepage via Selenium WebDriver [57] to establish two outbound calls — for example, one to the Callee and another one to the next Relay Service — and connects these calls internally. Google Voice also requires user interaction (in the form of a verification call or SMS) to establish forwarding rules.

**Asterisk.** Asterisk [20] is an open-source PBX software that supports a number of different telecommunication technologies including VoIP, landline, and cellular networks. We use Asterisk Relay Services to connect incoming VoIP/SIP calls to landline and cellular numbers. To this end, the Relay Node generates a random SIP address for each Callee during the reservation process. Our Asterisk Relay Service forwards all incoming calls to this number according to the forwarding rules supplied by the Callee’s Client. Our implementation supports commercial VoIP trunks as well as GSM Voice Modems to establish outbound calls. However, Asterisk’s modular architecture allows us to integrate additional telephony technologies, such as ISDN primary rate interfaces, merely by changing the Asterisk configuration.
4.3 Relay Nodes

As one of the primary functions, Relay Nodes serve to abstract away complexity of diverse Relay Services from Clients – they provide a unified communication interface to Clients and integrate various Relay Services via an extensible plugin architecture to account for their different properties. Our Relay Nodes communicate with Asterisk, Twilio and Google Voice Relay Services via HTTPS. Registration, de-registration and configuration changes are signalled to the Broker via secure Internet links provided by the Tor software.

Similar to Tor relays we assume Relay Nodes to be operated by volunteers. To encourage adoption of Phonion, Relay Nodes may optionally demand a fee from the user for the use of their Relay Services. These fees might be required to cover charges by telephony carriers, and to provide additional incentives to deploy and operate the Phonion infrastructure (cf. Section 7). Our current implementation uses Bitcoin payments [43], which allow users to obfuscate their identity and which have similarly been proposed for the reimbursement of Tor relay operators [9]. However, Phonion is agnostic to any particular payment scheme and other suitable solutions, such as more privacy-focused digital currencies [8] or even anonymous pre-paid credit card payments, can be integrated as well. We further plan to additionally support payments based on the Ether cryptocurrency used by Ethereum smart contracts [12] in order to match our Ethereum-based design of the Broker.

4.4 Phonion Client App

Although Phonion is platform agnostic (and capable of even connecting calls from rotary phones), we implemented our Phonion Client as an Android app. Our current implementation establishes secure communication channels with the Phonion network components via the Orbot Tor software [60]. Figure 6 in Appendix A shows screenshots of our app.

To acquire a Phonion number, the Client app first queries the Broker for available Relay Nodes and their currently available Relay Services. The list of available Relay Nodes is displayed to the user, who inputs the Callee’s landline or mobile phone number and selects the number of Relay Nodes according to his or her individual privacy requirements. He or she then either selects individual Relay Nodes or lets the software choose a call circuit. The latter option simplifies choosing a secure call circuit by automatically selecting compatible Relay Nodes and Relay Services spread across diverse jurisdictions. Section 6 discusses the security and privacy issues inherent to call circuit selection in more detail.

Once the Relay Services have been reserved, the Client app arranges the call circuit by sending forwarding rules to the selected Relay Nodes. It daisy-chains the individual Relay Services so that they forward calls between them towards the Callee’s real phone number (see Figure 1). Finally, the Client displays the Phonion number to the user, which is the phone number of the first Relay Service of the call circuit. Calls to this number will be forwarded to the real number of the Callee.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the impact of Phonion on audio quality during calls. We first describe our experiment setup and then present and interpret the results. Further, we evaluate the latency and audio quality of VoIP over Tor and provide a comparison. Finally we briefly discuss usability aspects of the Phonion client.

5.1 Call Quality Evaluation

Our experiment setup for the evaluation of Phonion consists of two Android smartphones and a measurement PC. The PC uses the Android Debug Bridge [5] to control Phonion calls between the two smartphones. It further feeds an audio signal into the first smartphone via the headset jack, which is then recorded via the second smartphone’s headphone jack. Each call lasts 100 seconds, which is the average length of a phone call [61], and we performed 100 calls for each Phonion call circuit.

As we discuss in Section 8, tunneling Voice over IP (VoIP) through a low-latency anonymization network, such as Tor, seems to be a reasonable alternative approach to provide anonymous phone calls. To compare our voice quality results with the audio quality achievable by using VoIP technology over Tor we establish 100 calls between two PCs using the Mumble VoIP software [62] via a Mumble server we deployed on a virtual machine. The Mumble server is contacted by the client PCs through Tor socks proxy services running on each client. The measurement PC remotely controls the Mumble VoIP clients to establish and teardown calls and restarts the Tor proxy after each call. It further feeds the audio signal into the first PC’s audio interface
and records the received signal from the audio interface of the second PC.

To determine the voice quality degradation we use ITU-T standard P.862 (PESQ) [32], an industry standard algorithm for measuring voice quality in modern telephony networks. Traditionally the audio quality of telephony calls has been derived from subjective evaluations performed by humans. In contrast, the PESQ algorithm estimates the quality of recorded voice calls in narrow-band telephony applications by modeling the human perception of audio signals and analyzing common distortions introduced by telephony technology. It calculates the Mean Opinion Score - Listening Quality Objective (MOS-LQO) value for recorded audio samples by comparing them to the corresponding reference signals. The MOS-LQO value ranges from 1 (bad audio quality) to 5 (excellent audio quality). A score of 3 is considered “fair”, while a score of 2 is considered “poor” and very annoying. We further measure the latency introduced by Phonion as well as VoIP over Tor by cross-correlating the sent and received audio signals of each call.

5.1.1 Results

The results of our experiments using the call circuits described in Table 1 are presented in Figure 3.

Phonion. Our measurements for Phonion show that latency overhead varies significantly between calls depending on the geographical location of the Relay Services and the technologies used on the call circuit (cf. Figure 3a), while the number of Relay Services does not necessarily increase latency. For instance, our measurements indicate that calls via VoIP and cellular Relay Services introduce more delay than calls via PSTN networks. In additional experiments we found that without even using Phonion, local cellular calls introduce an average mouth-to-ear delay of 385 ms. This aspect also explains why the longest route in our experiments (3hops) introduces less latency than both 2hops routes: In the 3hops route only PSTN Relay Services are used, whereas the 2hops routes involve VoIP and cellular telephony.

Furthermore, we observe that the geographic location of Relay Services has an influence on the latency overhead, and it even seems that geolocations of selected Relay Services have a more significant impact than the number of Relay Services in the call circuit. When comparing call circuit 1hop-dom, which uses a relay located in a domestic area, with the call circuit 1hop-int using an international relay, we see that the former introduces only 273 ms of delay, whereas the latter introduces 365 ms on average. This aspect can at least partially be attributed to differences in the internal telephony network structures of different carriers.

Remarkably, our MOS-LQO measurements indicate that audio quality in Phonion remains stable over the course of multiple calls, as shown in Figure 3b. Surprisingly, unlike latency overhead, audio quality degradation does not depend on the geolocation of Relay Nodes, as one can see when comparing call circuits 1hop-dom and 1hop-int. In contrast, the technologies used along the call circuit have significant impact on the MOS-LQO values. The difference stems from the fact that different telephony architectures use different audio codecs for voice data transmission. For example, while the G.711 codec used in high-quality ISDN links and in modern VoIP systems can generally achieve scores higher than 4, the GSM Full Rate voice codec only achieves a maximum score of 3.5 [17, 48]. Further, it is likely that the conversion between different voice codecs has a negative impact on voice quality.

VoIP over Tor. Our latency results for Mumble over Tor show a rather high delay overhead of 777 ms. Moreover, latency varies significantly between calls. The average PESQ value for calls using Mumble over Tor is 2.5, indicating “fair” to “poor” audio quality. Call quality also varies significantly between calls, as shown in Figure 3b. In a separate experiment we established that Mumble was able to achieve a relatively high MOS-LQO value of 3.6 without using Tor. Overall, these results confirm observations made by Rizal [51], who reported a similar and significant quality impairment affecting VoIP over Tor (cf. Section 8).

Table 1. Phonion call circuits used in our evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Circuit</th>
<th>Relay Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1hop-dom</td>
<td>National PSTN - PSTN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1hop-int</td>
<td>International PSTN - PSTN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2hops-voip</td>
<td>National PSTN - VoIP, International VoIP - PSTN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2hops-cell</td>
<td>International PSTN - VoIP, International VoIP - Cellular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3hops</td>
<td>National PSTN - PSTN, International PSTN - PSTN, International PSTN - PSTN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.2 Comparison

Our results show that VoIP over Tor introduces more delay compared to Phonion. Further, voice quality degradation is significantly lower in the Phonion network compared to VoIP over Tor, even in the presence of multiple audio codec conversions. For example, even when Phonion uses VoIP (in this case G.711) and low-quality GSM codecs, Phonion can provide adequate call quality, in contrast to VoIP over Tor, which achieves only “poor” to “fair” voice quality.

Note that the recently published Herd architecture [38], which implements a low-latency anonymization network for VoIP, aims to address Tor’s deficiencies regarding telephony applications. Herd shows promising latency and audio quality results during an initial evaluation within an idealized environment where all relays are hosted within Amazon EC2 data centers. The Herd authors, however, used a fundamentally different experiment setup to evaluate their approach: First, the E-Model algorithm [31] used by the authors to evaluate voice quality degradation cannot be applied to Phonion. E-Model merely estimates call fidelity based on a model of the telephony network. But this model does not take different telephony technologies within a call circuit into account. The PESQ algorithm we selected for our evaluation instead compares actual call audio recordings on both the caller- and callee side. Second, it is unclear whether or not the actual mouth-to-ear delay was considered during the latency evaluation of Herd.

We contacted the Herd authors, who kindly supplied a version of their implementation, and we are currently working on an extended evaluation environment which will allow us to apply our experiments to Herd.

5.2 Usability Evaluation

The user interface of the Phonion Client is the result of an initial usability study with students and staff members performing user interface walk-through experiments. We incorporated study results into our implementation, which led to the clear step-by-step process to setup Phonion numbers shown in Appendix A. Further, hands-on demonstrations at IT exhibitions revealed not only considerable public interest in our architecture, but also that users were able to operate the Phonion Client without any significant guidance.

6 Privacy Guarantees

In this section, we characterize the anonymity provided by Phonion under the adversary model defined in Section 2. As noted in Section 2.3 the main goals of Phonion are to prevent an adversary from 1) linking pairs of Callers and Callees who communicate via Phonion and 2) linking a user’s real phone number to his Phonion number. Since Phonion uses out-of-band signaling we consider both call data records (CDRs) as well as call circuit setup records (CSRs).

Call data records are generated by telephony carriers for each call they route across their network. A call data record $\text{CDR} = \{t_s, t_e, n_{\text{caller}}, n_{\text{callee}}\}$ contains start time $t_s$ and end time $t_e$ of a particular call as well as the participants’ phone numbers $n_{\text{caller}}$ and $n_{\text{callee}}$. If an adversary is able to compromise a Relay Service he can obtain CDRs for this particular Relay Service.
In addition, as stated in Section 2.2 we assume that class 2, 3 and 4 adversaries (telecommunication carriers, law enforcement agencies (LEAs) and intelligence agencies) are capable of infiltrating the Phonion network by operating malicious Relay Nodes. Such a compromised Relay Node not only provides CDRs for calls routed via its Relay Services to the adversary, but also call circuit setup records generated whenever users reserve one of its Relay Services. A call circuit setup record $CSR = \{t_s, t_e, IP_s, n_{\text{relay service}}, n_{\text{next hop}}\}$ contains start time $t_s$ and end time $t_e$ of a Relay Service reservation, the source IP address used during call circuit setup $IP_s$, the Relay Service number $n_{\text{relay service}}$ and the number of the next hop on the call circuit $n_{\text{next hop}}$, which is either the Callee’s or another Relay Service’s phone number.

To analyze metadata attacks we represent the Phonion network as a graph. In this graph, an edge connecting two compromised Relay Services represents either a single CDR or CSR. An edge between two uncompromised Relay Nodes may represent many multiplexed calls or reservations over a single carrier or different carriers (e.g., one call over VoIP and one over PSTN).

The adversary can now use his available CDRs and CSRs obtained from compromised Relay Services and Relay Nodes to construct a graph that represents his view of the Phonion network during a specified time. Intuitively, the adversary accomplishes this by assuming all parties could be connected, and then removing connections that are proven impossible based on his prior information.

### 6.1 Trivial Case: Class 4 Adversaries

A class 4 adversary models the capabilities of globally operating intelligence agencies and thus is assumed to have a global view of the Phonion network, since he is able to compromise all Relay Nodes and Relay Services. Accordingly, he can link any caller and callee pair at any given time by ruling out edges based on his global view of the Phonion network. This is illustrated in Figure 4a, where the adversary can clearly trace connections between users across all Relay Services of Relay Nodes $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$ and $R_4$. Obviously he can also trivially link users to their Phonion numbers by tracing all call circuits to their last Relay Services.

### 6.2 Class 1 Adversaries

A single class 1 adversary, such as a spouse inspecting a Phonion user’s telephony bill, does not have access to the required metadata to link a user’s real phone number and his Phonion number. This is because a Relay Service never uses the user’s Phonion number as an outgoing caller ID. Instead, the Relay Service picks a number randomly from the pool of registered numbers available to it, which prevents the Phonion number from ever appearing in a user’s call logs or telephony bills. Linking individual Callers and Callees is not possible without additional metadata, as we elaborate in the following sections. Accordingly, a class 1 adversary is never able to link users communicating via Phonion.

### 6.3 Class 2 Adversaries

Class 2 adversaries (telecommunication carriers) possess CDRs and CSRs for calls they route. In our model, they can accordingly only compromise individual Relay Nodes and (a subset of) their Relay Services. This is shown in Figure 4b, where the adversary possesses CDRs and CSRs for Relay Node $R_t$ and all its Relay Services. Class 2 adversaries cannot assume that edges connecting uncompromised Relay Nodes (here $R_2$, $R_3$ and $R_4$) and their Relay Services do not exist. Thus, they cannot reconstruct complete call circuits, which makes it impossible for them to link pairs of communicating Phonion users by tracing calls within the Phonion network and prevents them from linking users’ real phone numbers to their Phonion numbers.

**Timing Attacks.** If the adversary has start and end times of calls or corresponding CSRs of two communicating users, he may use this information to link pairs of communicating Phonion users as well as real numbers and Phonion numbers without tracing them through the Phonion network. Such “end-to-end” timing attacks are applicable to many anonymity systems, including Tor [21], and Phonion is no exception. Furthermore, the adversary can use heuristic information to reduce the anonymity set of users across multiple Phonion calls. Note that class 2 adversaries only have sufficient capabilities to perform such attacks if they route both the Caller’s outgoing and Callee’s incoming call. This is for example the case if both Caller and Callee use the same telephony provider.

Let $N$ be the number of Phonion users at a given time period $t = [t_1, t_2]$. The adversary aims to link a pair of users $[u_1, u_2]$ which communicate using Phonion within $t$. Let $q$ denote the probability of any pair of Phonion users establishing a call via two Relay Services of Relay Nodes an adversary is able to compromise (i.e., obtain CDRs or CSRs for) within $t$. We now calculate the
adversary’s chance of linking \([u_1, u_2]\) when they communicated via Phonion in \(t\). If \(i\) is the exact number of additional user pairs communicating via the compromised Relay Services in \(t\), the size of the anonymity set for the user pair \([u_1, u_2]\) is \(|\Omega_{[u_1, u_2]}| = \left(\begin{array}{c} 2i+2 \\ 2 \end{array}\right)\). The probability of exactly \(i\) additional user pairs communicating in \(t\) via the compromised Relay Services is \((\frac{\binom{2i+2}{i}}{\binom{N}{i}})q^i(1-q)^{(\frac{N-2}{2})-i}\). Thus, the probability of linking the pair of interest \(P_l([u_1, u_2])\) is as follows:

\[
P_l([u_1, u_2]) = \sum_{i=0}^{\lfloor \frac{N-2}{2} \rfloor} P_l([u_1, u_2]|i)P_l(i)
= \sum_{i=0}^{\lfloor \frac{N-2}{2} \rfloor} \frac{1}{|\Omega_{[u_1, u_2]}|} \binom{\frac{N-2}{2}}{i} q^i(1-q)^{(\frac{N-2}{2})-i}
= \sum_{i=0}^{\lfloor \frac{N-2}{2} \rfloor} \frac{1}{2^{i+1}} \binom{\frac{N-2}{2}}{i} q^i(1-q)^{(\frac{N-2}{2})-i}
\]

Obviously, the anonymity of the system depends on the number of users who are communicating at the period of interest. Thus, if the call occurs when few users are active probability of correctly deanonymizing the communicating pair would increase. Figure 5 depicts the probability of correctly linking the users of interest, \(P_l([u_1, u_2])\), for selected values of \(q\) and \(2 \leq N \leq 1000\) users and shows the intuitive result that probability of linking users of interest for each value of \(q\) goes to zero as \(N\) grows. If the adversary is able to distinguish between the Callers and Callees, he can further improve his analysis as follows: Assume for the pair of interest, user \(u_1\) was the Caller and \(u_2\) was the Callee. In this case, \(u_1\) must have been talking to one of the \(i + 1\) Callees. Similarly \(u_2\) must have been engaged with one of the \(i + 1\) Callers. Thus the anonymity set \(|\Omega_{[u_1, u_2]}|\) reduces to \(\left(\frac{i+1}{2}\right)\) and the rest of the analysis remains unchanged.

Note that in the above calculation for ease of description, we assumed that \(q\) is a constant fixed value across all possible pairs of users. In general \(q\) could be a function of time and user dependent. For instance, the probability of a pair engaging in a call could be higher during work hours than late in the night and therefore vary for users from various geographical regions. Additionally, some users might be less often engaged in conversations. Further, \(q\) can also be used to model the effect of our virtual timeslot regime discussed in Section 3: When Relay Services align calls to virtual timeslots the value of \(q\) would increase, since the decreased time resolution would increase the chance of multiple calls ending at the same time. While the above model can easily be extended to capture such cases, we acknowledge that care must be taken when aligning Phonion calls to virtual timeslots to prevent the adversary from extracting the added noise [34]. We refer to future work for a detailed analysis of this aspect.

Long Term Intersection Attacks. When two parties in a low-latency anonymity system communicate repeatedly over a period of time, an adversary can determine that those parties are more likely to appear in the network than other pairs of users. These “long-term intersection attacks” are an inescapable reality for all low-latency anonymity systems [19, 27, 40], including Tor and Phonion. A simple mitigation strategy against such attacks is to change the user’s real phone number between multiple calls, while keeping these individual numbers unlinkable to the real user identity. How-

Fig. 4. Adversary views of the Phonion network. In (a), the adversary has compromised all Relay Nodes and Relay Services. As such, all connections between Relay Nodes (grey) and their Relay Services (colored boxes) are absolute, and thus all users can be linked. In contrast, in (b) the adversary, who compromised \(R_1\), must assume connections exist between Relay Nodes \(R_2\), \(R_3\) and \(R_4\), which are depicted as dashed lines.
ever, as we will discuss in more detail in Section 8, phone numbers unlinked to an established identity (e.g., anonymous prepaid SIM cards) are often difficult to obtain in a legal way. Further, depending on the adversary’s capabilities he might be able to use heuristic information to link multiple phone numbers [54].

### 6.4 Class 3 Adversaries

Class 3 adversaries (law enforcement agencies) are able to compromise multiple Relay Nodes and Relay Services and thus can obtain CDRs and CSRs concerning multiple different telecommunication carriers. However, we assume they are unable to compromise at least one Relay Node and his Relay Services on any given call circuit. Similar to class 2 adversaries they thus cannot trace calls between two Phonion users: A single uncompromised Relay Node and corresponding Relay Service on a call circuit is sufficient to prevent an adversary from restoring the call circuit by merely tracing calls, since he cannot rule out that additional edges connecting uncompromised Relay Nodes and Relay Services exist. However, class 3 adversaries can use both end to end timing attacks as well as long-term intersection attacks to attempt to link Callers and Callees (cf. Section 6.3).

### 7 Deployment Considerations

We assume Phonion to be operated primarily by volunteers optionally using our payment scheme to cover their costs. These costs comprise fixed (e.g., monthly) costs and variable rates for calls.

Fixed costs constitute costs for Internet and telephony network connectivity. Phonion Relay Nodes require constant Internet connectivity. The required bandwidth is however generally very low, since Relay Nodes are only involved in call circuit setup and signaling but do not handle any voice data. Bandwidth requirements for Relay Services vary significantly. For example, locally deployed Asterisk Relay Services using cellular and analog voice modems do not require Internet connectivity at all. In case such relays also offer VoIP services the bandwidth depends on the number of calls and the VoIP codecs in use.

Relay Services which receive and establish calls solely via VoIP only require broadband Internet connectivity, while all Relay Services which establish connections to the PSTN or cellular network require corresponding modems and subscriptions. Cloud-based Relay Services, such as Twilio and Google Voice, offer such subscriptions for a fixed monthly price. Google Voice provides a free landline telephone number for all customers, while Twilio’s pricing depends on the country and telephony technology. For example, in most countries Twilio charges more for cellular numbers than for landline numbers. Our Asterisk-based Relay Services operates similar to SIM Boxes, which terminate VoIP calls and establish outgoing calls via cellular modems. Connectivity to PSTN phone lines can be established via affordable ISDN or analog voice modems.

Calls established via Phonion Relay Services potentially generate costs for Relay Node operators. VoIP calls only cause a rise in Internet traffic, whereas calls involving cellular or PSTN Relay Services generate costs depending on type and location of caller and callee, involved telephony carriers and call duration.

### 8 Related Work

Related work has scrutinized security and privacy issues of VoIP [37], but our paper was more influenced by work on anonymous Internet communication. Chaum mixes were the forerunners of all anonymity systems, but cannot provide low-latency communication, which is paramount for voice applications. In contrast, 4 We focus on Internet and telephony network connectivity and exclude deployment-specific costs, such as electricity, for now.
onion routing [29], used in Tor [21], provides low-latency anonymity for interactive communications. These systems (and others discussed in Edman and Yener’s survey [23]) focus exclusively on IP communications. Other than early work on techniques for implementing mixes in ISDN [46, 47] and cellular [26] networks in cooperation with the network provider, privacy-preserving communication in classical telephony networks has not received much attention. In the following, we will classify the existing approaches and compare the most prominent and user-accessible ones to Phonion in Table 2.

**Caller ID Spoofing.** A naive attempt at call obfuscation might be to use Caller ID spoofing techniques or number blocking services (e.g., *67 in the United States). While this may protect against the Callee recognizing the Caller’s number, the Caller’s carrier has a complete and accurate record of the call. Accordingly, it offers no privacy guarantees against CDR analysis and is not robust against any of our adversaries.

**Conference Calls, Google Voice, and Burner App.** A second naive attempt might be to use a conference calling service to act as a simple relay between two parties. In fact, services like Google Voice [30] and the Burner App [3], which provide alias numbers to their users, can establish calls in a manner similar to a conference call; when these calls are established, it is actually Google Voice or Burner that calls both Caller and Callee. This means that these services protect against class 1 adversaries (associates) but no others. The services themselves will require registration and maintain CDRs, in addition to providing a single point of surveillance.

**Disposable Phones.** A third and very popular approach is to use disposable pre-paid phones (popularly known as “burner phones”). Disposable phones unlinked to an established identity are often difficult to obtain and illegal to possess in many places. Further, even phone numbers of disposable phones can be mapped to true identity of users. For example, an adversary can find the disposable phone in the Caller’s possession [56]. Further, location records of the disposable phone can leak the real identity of the user. Adversaries may even use statistics to identify disposable phones [54]. Accordingly, disposable phones provide no true privacy guarantees. Only if an adversary has absolutely no means for obtaining the true identity of the Caller, then disposable phones can provide unlinkable calls.

**VoIP based approaches.** Two parties may use encrypted VoIP calls to evade metadata analysis, for example using on the Signal [45] or SilentPhone [59] apps, which use the SRTP protocol [7] for voice encryption and the ZRTP protocol [13] for key agreement. While call audio is encrypted and difficult (but not impossible [65]) to recover, IP addresses still clearly identify the endpoints. Any adversary with VoIP flow records of the Caller or Callee can identify the other endpoint of a conversation. This includes class 1 adversaries (associates) who monitor the local network of Caller or Callee to gain access to VoIP flow records. While gaining no metadata protection, users also have to accept the inconvenience of only being able to make calls when high-speed cellular Internet connectivity is available, which is not always guaranteed in many places.

While CDR analysis conceptually cannot be addressed using content encryption we acknowledge that the protection of call content confidentiality is a desirable goal for any architecture improving caller and callee privacy. Due to our explicit requirement for offline calls simply integrating VoIP encryption is, however, not a viable option. Nonetheless external solutions, such as encrypting headsets [1], are available and can be used in combination with Phonion. Similarly, cryptographic authentication of end users can be provided by systems like AuthLoop [49].

VoIP calls routed through the Tor [21] low-latency anonymization network can provide protection against adversaries of classes 1-3, similarly to Phonion. When using hidden services for VoIP calls Tor additionally provides call confidentiality, but as we stressed our goal is to frustrate metadata linkage. However, both related work [39, 51] as well as our analysis (cf. Section 5) have shown that Tor cannot reliably provide adequate quality for VoIP communication. Recent advances in low-latency anonymization networks designed specifically for VoIP telephony [38] may to some extent be able to address this concern. Nonetheless, all purely VoIP-based solutions require constant high-quality broadband Internet connectivity and are inoperable with standard PSTN/cellular networks and telephony devices.

We stress that Phonion is not meant to replace Tor, which is well understood and widely used in practice. However, challenges in adopting fundamental architectural changes to significantly improve the performance of established low-latency anonymization networks [15] motivate the need for Phonion, which specifically addresses shortcomings of Tor and comparable approaches regarding voice communication.

Tor-based anonymization systems have inspired a number of alternative developments which target security and privacy concerns of VoIP communication. VoIP Session Initiation Protocol messages contain URIs that
## Table 2. Comparison of Call Obfuscation Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Call ID Spoofing</th>
<th>Conference Calls, Google Voice, Burner App</th>
<th>Disposable Phone</th>
<th>Encrypted VoIP</th>
<th>VoIP over Tor</th>
<th>Phonion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unlinkable for Associates</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlinkable for Providers</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlinkable for Law Enforcement</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlinkable for Intelligence Agencies</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable with any carrier worldwide</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports offline calls</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports legacy PSTN phones</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports legacy cellular phones</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports legacy VoIP clients</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate call quality</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of Call Obfuscation Strategies

can be used to unambiguously identify users, which PrivaSIP [36] addressed by encrypting user URIs using public keys of final destination proxies; in later work, the authors combine this technique with Tor to provide complete path anonymity [35]. Pr2-P2PSIP [28] proposes changes to the P2PSIP IETF standard draft to protect users’ locations and patterns of communication from unauthorized disclosure.

Like VoIP over Tor, all purely VoIP-based approaches require constant broadband Internet connectivity. In contrast, Phonion only requires Internet connectivity during call circuit setup, but not for actual calls. Furthermore, since call routing in Phonion is independent of IP anonymization networks, it can generally achieve a high quality of service (see Section 5).

Several proposals have addressed anonymous routing for VoIP. Danezis et al. developed a P2P architecture that uses a social network to provide anonymous call routing by having “friends” act as VoIP proxies [18]. Similarly, Phonion could shift the functionality of the Brokers to a social network, where Relay Nodes would be operated by a user’s trusted friends. Aguilar Melchor et al. outline traffic analysis-resistant VoIP mix systems that rely on a single central server to provide cover traffic and anonymous routing [4]. In contrast, Phonion achieves its security goals by adopting a hopping scheme where calls are routed over distributed telephony relays.

Even if endpoint identifiers in VoIP protocols, such as session initiation protocol (SIP), are blinded, and IP addresses anonymized, VoIP users can still be linked to calls using traffic analysis attacks based on watermarking [16], conversational dynamics [64], or audio artifacts [6, 50]. Furthermore, prior work has shown that an adversary can derive call content when encrypted VoIP calls use variable bit-rate codecs [65]. These traffic analysis attacks also potentially apply to Phonion call circuits, even when adopting voice encryption. However, we note that Phonion focuses on obfuscating CDRs and not on protecting call content confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity. Thus, we consider these attacks to be out of scope of this paper, since they require monitoring and/or manipulation of call content.

### 9 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented Phonion, a system to provide phone call unlinkability in the face of metadata analysis attacks. Phonion uses a series of relays to obscure the true source and destination of a call. We show that where existing technologies fail to provide meaningful security guarantees or adequate call quality, Phonion provides call unlinkability against several strong adversary classes, including associates, compromised carriers, and powerful law enforcement agencies. Our prototype shows that such systems are practical to build and provide adequate call quality. With Phonion, users have a new tool to protect themselves from the privacy risks of metadata collection and analysis.
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Appendix

A Screenshots of the Phonion Client Application

Fig. 6. Screenshots of the Phonion Android Client. The user first enters his real phone number and selects the desired number of Relay Nodes (Step a). The Client contacts Phonion Brokers, and the user selects Relay Nodes according to his or her requirements (Step b and c). Finally, the Client arranges the call circuit and displays the Phonion number to the user (Step d).